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With the permission of Uthama, I had sung the title song for Nagore
Hanifas debut Telugu film Aathma (1957). This was followed by Telugu,
Tamil and Hindi films in the 50s and 60s. Hanifas career spanned five
decades and touched every aspect of Indian music. All of us in the family
had the good fortune of being there when he sang. He used the
opportunity to impart the virtues of the Islamic faith to millions of people
of all religions. He was a staunch votary of the ruling party, V.P. Menon's
Kerala Congress, later joining the Janatha Party. He often gave dakshina
(tip) to policemen, nurses and temple workers; and he insisted that his
travelling acolytes (a band of musicians who accompanied him
throughout his travels) do the same. While religious devotion was not
restricted to a select few, he never saw himself as being part of a clergy.
I love listening to his songs, especially the old ones, says Ali, who is also
the composer of the song Bala Thirana, a song that he says his father
first sang at his wedding in 1957. The traditional Hindu devotional songs
that he recorded for public release in the 1960s remain very popular with
fans. We can hear his voice in our hearts, his ethos, and his lifestyle. We
think of him as a very kind-hearted person who made us all what we are
today, even though he was strict, says Ali. The credit for the success of
his music goes to his team, he says. His team included his manager,
M.Shyamkumar, musicians, singers, his assistants, and his voice coach.
Nagore E.M. Hanifa never regretted working with them or giving their
back up.
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Illness and hospitalisation forced Hanifa to tour periodically. But he was
not comfortable touring as a singer, and a businessman friend came to

his rescue, proposing that Hanifa accompany him as the front-man of his
theatre troupe. This was probably the beginning of the 40s Malayalam

movie idol Chembai Vaidyanathan. But he too was not keen on
performing for his own songs. There was another reason why he

preferred to stick to Tamil songs. Around that time, he held a grudge
against N.S.Vasudevan Naidu, who had invited him to sing for a film
called Kalidas. The great poet and musician wouldn't meet him. They
never did meet. Hans believes that it was during the 1950s that the

mistake of promoting a singer as a performer of devotional songs began.
A song he composed with that same music director in Tamil and

Malayalam called Satyam Shankaram is attributed to him, although it is
not as well-known as the Hanifas of the Dravidian Nadu era. How to
reconcile his secular songs with the religious nature of Tamil Muslim
music? He declares that he used to be an atheist but that through

exposure to Hanifa, he realised that both Hindus and Christians believe in
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the same God. The ease with which the government sets aside all
differences and makes space for at least one hundred years of peace
amongst the human race is quite heartening, he says. nagoor hanifa

songs free download tamil new movie Though both Tamil and Kannada
are closely related languages, it was this great man, who brought the
people of Tamil Nadu closer together in the unity of song, that I will

always be eternally grateful to, in whatever capacity he is close to me in
the hereafter, says [Tollywood star Siddharth]. 5ec8ef588b
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